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The relationship between clans of a 2s g and cola s of a substructure 0 
by the following result. 
3.1 osi 
V(g). Then 
(1) Xn YE% 
(2) ifXn Y# 
(3) ifY-X# 
In particular the following coral 
considering clans of a 2s. 
( Ehrenfeucht an 
.si$fg m?nXnY. 
The following su classes of the class of 2-structures are important in the theory 
of 2-structures. 
(1) g Is priimitioe iff K(g) = 
(2) g is complere iff IPI= 1. 
(33 g is hear ifi 
(i) g is antisymmetric, 
(ii) for all different x, y, u E D, either (x, yj, (x, u) are g-equivalent and (y, x), 
g-equivalent 0~ (y, x), (y, u) are g-equival and (x, y), (u, y) 
ivalent, 0r (14, x), (u, y) are g-equivalent a 
(iii) 
Condition 3(G) fro the above definitio is referred to as the angk property for 
eaking, we say that a “trian@” (x, y, u} c D satis@ the angle 
at least one of Its “‘angles” (l’x, y), (x, iv))) or (((y, x), (~7, u))) or 
NJ, x), 94 y,, ‘I} has both “sides”, an their reverses, g-equivalent. Condition 3(ii) 
s frcm the fact 
se 
U) is iff for all e+ e’E 
n from the above definition is referrc: e ” ~~u@~~j~jljty con 
e use ~2s to abbreviate the term ‘“reversi le 2-structure”. 
le. The I!-structures considered in sample 3.3 an xarnple 3.9 are 
reversible. 
e following notion of symmetry for 2-edges (and ?a~iti~n classes) 
n e-he theory of 2-structures, and in particular in t 
3. Let g=(D, R) be a 2s. 
D) is symmetric (in g) iff e rev(e); otherwise  is asymmetric 
(in gh 
(21 g is Ied symmeEric ff all 2-edges of 2(D) are symmetric; g is antisyn 2xWic 
iff all 2-edges of &(D) are asjrmmetric. 
The following result gives rudimentary ~r~~e~ies cp e (aby 
in an r2s. 
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For a 2s g and a P E pm-t(g), P is syrmmetric iff P consists ofsymmetric z-edges 
only, and P is untisymmetric iff P cowsist,s of asymmetric 2-edges only. The reuerse 
u?f P, denoted redip), is the set {reu( e): e E P}, and if P f rev(P), then (P, reu( P)) 
is a reverse pair; clearly P is symmetric iff P = reu( P), and P is antisymmetric iff 
P n reu( P) = 0. Then g is symmetric iff each P E part(g) is symmetric, and g is 
unhymmetric iff each P E purl(g) is antisymmetric. According to Proposition 3.18, 
for an r2s g3 each P E part(g) is either symmetric or antisymmetric; moreover, for 
For an r2s g = ( D, R) and a PE purt(g)9 the graph (D, P) is either symmetric (iff 
? is symmetric) or antisymmetric (iff P is antisymmetric); consequently each graph 
in %& is either symmetric or antisymmetric. Also, ( Q, reu( P)) is the reverse graph 
of (D, P). For a PE 9, the symmetric re of P, denoted vrn( P), is the set 
P v rei~( P); then the symme!ric losure c2f enoted sym( CP), is t set {sym( P): PE 
9)). The symmetric closure c$ g, denoted sym(g ), is the 2s ( D, sym( 9)); clearly 
sq’m(g) is a symmetric 2s. 
3.19. Example. For the r2s g from Example 3.3, (2,4) is a symmetric edge, while 
( 1,4) is asymmetric; g is neither symmetric nor antisymmetric. P, , & are symmetric, 
while PJ, Pa are antisymmetric and ( P3, P4) is a reverse pair. Accordingly, for 
D = (1,2,3,4}, g, = ( D, P,) and gz = ( Q Pz) are symmetric graphs, =.Gi!e g, = ( B, 9;) 
and g4 = (II, P4) are antisymmetric graphs which are the reverses of each other. 
The reversible 2s from Example 3.9 is symmetric. 
The definition of a clan becomes impler for reversible 2-structures. 
3.20. Proposition (Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [2]). Lei g = (D, R) be an r2s and 
let X c_ D. 7?2e following stutemen ts ure eqlciwzlen t : 
(0 Jk Wg), 
(2) foruNx,y~Xundullz~D-X,(z,x)R(z,y), 
(3)_forullx,y~Xundullz~D-X,(x,z)R(y,z). 
The following construction allows one often to CGiiSi&X XVCi5ib'lc 24IU~iUlXS 
rather than arbitrary 2-structures. 
3.21. Definition. (1) Let D be a set, and let R G Ez( D) >(. E,( DJ. The reversible 
rejnement of R, denoted rf$( R), is the subset of E2( D) x E,(D) defined by: for all 
e, e’ E E,(D), e ref( R) e’ iff e R e’ and reu( c) R reu( e’). 
(2) Let g = (D, R) be a 2s. The reversible version of g, denoted ruer( g)* is the 2s 
( 9, ref( R)). 
_^__ Tk importance of reversibte 2-structures in the inve&gaiiun of 2-st~~ciu1~s steiiis 
from the following result (and especially from point (2) of the statement of the result). 
3.22. Proposhion (Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg [23). Let g be Q 2s. 
( 1) rver(g ) is reversible. 
(2) Wg) = Wodg)~. 
(3) A 2s h is a s bstructure of g iff rver( h) is a substructure of rger(gj. 
Hence rver(g ) is ittdeed reversible a oreover, the sets of clans 
are equal. On the other hand, the con ns to be ~~t~~~~~ by a set t 
a 2s are simpler for reversible 2-structures (see proposition 3.20). 
in proving results concernin clans of a 2s g, it is convenient to eons 
rather than g itsesf; in this sense rver( ) serves as a “normal form” o 
3.23. Remark. The main result that we are goin in this paper says that 
each primitive Ls on n elements (n 2 3) contains substructure on either 
(n - 1) or (n -2) elements. Hence it is a resutt co 
g and sets of clans of substructures of Clearly, by Proposition 3.22, it sufices to 
prove this result for reversible 2-siructures. 
For this reason we will assume that 2-structures we dea! with in sections 4 and 5 
are reversible. Since the dejnition oj’ a dart is simpler for reversible 2-stru~*tur~~ 
(Proposition 3.20), our proofs will contain less ‘a temhnicalities9’. 
4. Primitive 24ructures contain %dP’ primitive subsQructures 
In this section we will prove that each primitive 2s on more than two elements 
in a primitive substructure on either three or four elrrIiznts. 
We begin by giving two lemmas corzcerning the angle property; the proof of the 
first one is obvious. 
A 2s g satis$ies the angle property $ for each X c_ domtg) such that 
1X1= 3, sub,(X) is not primitive. 
4.2. Lemma. Let g = (D%P) be a 25 satisJLing the angle propcrsy and let W = (_I ?crY’ 
for a 9% 9. If f = (D,, y) is a connected component of (13, W), then D, E g{‘(g). 
F-roof. If either D, = D or lD,[= 1, then D,E q(g). So, assume that ID@ 1 and 
D, c D. Let z E D - D, and let x, y E DI with x # y. Since S is connected, there exists 
a path x=x,, . . . , X~ =y such that (x,,x,+,)E W for all iE{i,2 ,..., -?--I}. SinceI 
is a connected component, (z, Wj) e W for all j E (1, . . . , n}. By the angcl,~~ 
this implies that (z, xi) reb(g) (z, x,+,) for all in (1,. . . , !I - 1). Thus (z, X) rel(@ 
(z, Y )* 
Consequently D, is a clan. Cl 
We wi!! provide now a sufiicient condition for a 2s to be complete; it will be 
useful in proving the main result of this section (Theorem 4.6). First w: need a 
couple of definitions. 
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(iii.2.1) There exists d E D0 such that X = {d, x,}. Hence (x2. x,) R (x2, d). Since 
by Lemma 5.1, d =yl, this contradicts (i). 
(iii.2.2) There exists n E Do9 such that X = {a, x,}. I-lence (x, , x2) R (x, , d ). Since 
by Lemma 5.1, d = y2, tnis contradicts (i). 
(iii.2.3) There exists $ E Do, such thar X = (d, x1 , x2}. I-Ience, by Proposition 3.10, 
(4 X,}E Ce(sub,(Dou {x,}) and (4 x,) G %(sub,( Dou {x2}). Thus, by Lemma 5.1, 
d = y, and d = y, which contradicts the assumption that y, # y,. 
Altogether, (iii.2.1), (iii.2.2), and (iii.2.3) imply that also in the case (iii.2) we get 
a contradiction. 
(iii.3) Assume that X n Do = Di,. We have three cases to consider. 
(iii.3.1) X = Do. This contradicts the fact that x, is local for Do in g. 
(iii.3.2) X = Dow (x,}. This contradicts the fact that xz is local for Do in g. 
(iii.3.3) X = Dow (x2}. This contradicts the fact that x1 is local for D(, in g. 
Altogether (iii.3.1), (iii.3.2), and (iii.3.3) imply that al so in the case (iii.3) we get 
a contradiction. 
Then (iiil), (iii.2), and (iii.3) imply that assuming (i) leads tu a contradiction. 
Thus the lemma holds. U 
. e main theorem 
In this section we prove the main result of this paper saying that each primitive 
2s results from a primitive 2s by adding either one or two elements. I-lence the 
property of being primitive is a hereditary property of 2-structures in the following 
sense. Given a primitive 2s g on n elements, n 2 3, there is a sequence g, , gz, . . . , g, 
of 2-structures where g,, = g, each gi is a 2s on i elements for 1 s i d n, each gi being 
a substructure of gj+, for each 1 <j 6 n - 9, and, for each 1 s k s n - 2, either gk+l 
or gk+2 is a primitive 2s. Thus in such a “construction sequence” for g, among any 
two consecutive elements at least one is a primitive 2s. 
heorenl. Let g = (0, R) be a primitive 2s such that 1 Dl > 1. There exists D’c D 
such char either jD’i = i Di - i or jG’i = i;Zi - 2, cand sub,( 0’) is primitive. 
roof. By Proposition 3.22 we may assume that g is reversible. Clearly, the theorem 
bolos if ID! c 4. Ry Th eortfrn 4.6, the theorem holds for 1 DI = 5. So we may assume 
that 1 DI > 5. 
Now, assume to the contrary that, for no D’c D such that either ID’1 = ! 
or [D’l=IDl-2? . * sub,( D’) is primitive. Let Do be a maximal (w.r.t. inclusion) 2 c D 
4.6, I DC,1 2 3. APso by the above assump- 
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(ii) For each x E X, either x is globa! for DO in g, or x is local for DO in g. This 
fotiows from (i) and Lemma 5.1. We have three cases to Tunsider. 
( I ) For each x E X, x is global for DO in g. This implies, that DO E G%‘(g), contradict- 
ing the fact that g is primitive. 
(2) There exist x, y E X such that x is local for DO in g, and y is globa 
in g. Let Y = DO u {x E X: x is local for DO in g}. By Lemma 5.2, YE g(g) contradict- 
ing the fact that g is primitive. 
(3) For each x E X, x is local for DO in g. We have two cases to consider. 
(3.1) For all .q y E X, uni,(D,, x) = unig(VO, y). Let z = unig(DO, x), where XE X. 
‘Then, by Corollary 3.12, (X u (z}) E Z(g) contradicting the fact that g is primitive. 
(3.2) There exist x, y E X such that uni,( DC, K) # uni,( DO, y). Let z = uni,( DO, x) 
and let Y = (z} w Yi s where Y, = {U E X: uni,( DO, x) = z). Consider an arbitrary 
dED-X 
(3.2.1) Assur~~e ihat d sf A’ - Y. Then d E DG - Y Since each u E YI is local, we 
have (ci, 2) R (4 w) for each ir E Y,. 
(3.2.2) Assume that d c X - E: Thw d E X - Yl. !kLence uni,( DO, d) # z. By 
Lemma 5.3, for each u E Y,, (d, z) R (d, u). 
From (32.1) and (3.2.2) it follows that YE Z(g) contradicting the fact tbs. > :a 
primitive. From (3.1) and (3.2) it follows that also in case (3) we get a contra&&Oii. 
From ( l), (2), (3), and (ii) it follows that the initial assumption of this proof leads 
to a contradiction. 
Thus the theorem holds. U 
In this pqzr we have investigated primitive 2-structures. In particular, we have 
proved that -,rkitivi;y is hereditary in the sense that “bigger” primitive 2-structures 
are built up from “smaller” primitive 2-structures by adding &her one or two 
elements. 
We feel that this paper contributes to our understanding of 2-structures. It has 
been shown ir [3] that each 2-structure is constructed from linear, complete and 
primitive 2-structures. Since linear and complete 2-structures are we!! understood, 
the research into the properties of primuive Z-structures is very important for the 
development of the theory of 2-structures. 
After we completed this paper we learnt about papers [ 1,5]. Clearly there is a 
close connection between the theory of 2-structures, and the theoig of cog 
(complemena reducible graphs). In the terminology of 2-structures [2,3], cog 
are symmetric graphs that correspond to labeled 2-structures with shapes using only 
complete 2-structures, and such that t 
“an edge” and the other as “no edge”. 
oF2-struc~res and the theory of cogra 
e tee 
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( 1) Using the “Auxiliar- Theorem” from [5] one can have an alternative proof 
of Lemma $5,. It goes as follows. Let g = (D, .Y) be a 2s which is symmetric, 
all-connected, and fa;it Assume that g is not complete, ;rnd Eet FE 9. Consider the 
graph h = ( Pj and its complement h’= (D, Ez( D) - P). Since g is all--connected 
and not complete, both h and h’are connected. This contradicts the second statement 
of the “Auxiliary Theorem” (take X = D), and consequently, by the “Auxiliary 
Theorem”, h contains an induced subgraph isomorphic to f4 (a path on four points). 
This contradicts the assumption that g is fast (because obviously the shortcut 
property can be rephrased as “not having an induced subgraph isomorphic to P4”). 
(2 j Qur Theorem 4.6 is a generalization of a result from [ 1 5 Theorem 2, implication 
of (2) from (4)], which may be seen as the case of a symmetric 2s with two classes. 
The authors are indebted to T. Harju, W-J. Moogeboom, and .L Engelfriet for 
usefu’l comments concezung the first version of this paper, and to Ms. M. van dts 
Nat for the expert typing of this paper. 
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